### International Games On Moon And Mars

**Task:**
Design a spacecraft with all the necessary systems that can go to the moon and back. You will need to describe the different components of your spacecraft. Your team must work together well enough to operate one of the most complex mission planning teams in the world.

**Materials:**
- Pens and pencils
- Construction paper
- Glue
- Scissors
- Decorative materials (optional)

**Procedure:**
1. **Research:**
   - Think about the different components of a spacecraft.
   - What are their purposes?
   - How do they work together?

2. **Design:**
   - Use your research to design your spacecraft.
   - Include diagrams and labels.

3. **Presentation:**
   - Present your spacecraft to the class.
   - Be sure to explain how it works.

**Questions:**
- What are the different components of a spacecraft?
- How do they work together?
- What is the purpose of each component?

### Languages and Flags of Space Exploration

**Objective:**
To identify the 16 space agencies and the countries involved with the International Space Station.

**State Level:**
4-5

**Materials:**
- Flags
- Maps

**Procedure:**
1. **Research:**
   - Find out about the International Space Station.

2. **Map:**
   - Use a map to locate the countries involved with the International Space Station.

3. **Flag:**
   - Identify the flags of the space agencies involved.

**Related Resources:**
- NASA's Kids' Science News Network (KSNN)
- NASA's Science@NASA

---

**Languages:**
- English
- Spanish
- French
- Italian

**Flags:**
- Canadian Space Agency
- National Aeronautics and Space Administration
- European Space Agency
- Japanese Space Agency
- Russian Space Agency

---
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To explore the cultural significance of sports games from a different cultural perspective. This activity involves the study of science, art, and mathematics.
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K-4

**Materials:**
- Balls
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- Computers
- Diagrams
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- Background Information
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